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Group Recommendations 

p  Recommenders are usually designed to provide 
recommendations adapted to the preferences 
of a single user 

p  In many situations the recommended items are 
consumed by a group of users 
n  A travel with friends 
n  A movie to watch with  

the family during  
Christmas holidays 

n  Music to be played in a  
car for the passengers 
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Mobile Application 

p  Recommending music compilations in a car 
scenario 
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[Baltrunas et al., 2011] 



Effects of Groups on User Satisfaction 

p  Emotional Contagion 
n  Other users being satisfied may increase a 

user's satisfaction (and viceversa) 
n  Influenced by your personality and the social 

relationships with the other group members 
p  Conformity 

n  The opinion of other users may influence your 
own expressed opinion 

n  Normative influence: you want to be part of 
the group 

n  Informational influence: opinion changes 
because you believe the group must be right. 
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Group Recommendation Model 

p  Items will be experienced by individuals together 
with the other group members: the evaluation 
function depends on the group: 

p  U is the set of users, I is the set of Items, P(U) is the 
set of subsets of users (groups), E is the evaluation 
space (e.g. the ratings {?, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}) of the rating 
function r 

p  Normally researchers assume that r(u,i)=r(u,i,g) for 
all groups g∋u 

p  But users are influenced in their evaluation by the 
group composition (e.g., emotional contagion 
[Masthoff & Gatt, 2006]). 6 

r :U × I ×℘(U)→ E



Recommendation Generation 

p  Having identified the best items for each group 
member how we select the best items for the 
group? 

p  How the concept of "best items" for the group 
can be defined? 

p  We could introduce a fictitious user g and be able 
to estimate r(g,i) 

p  But how?  
p  Two approaches have been considered [Jameson 

& Smyth, 2007] 
n  Profiles aggregation 
n  Recommendations aggregation 
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First Mainstream Approach 

p  Creating the joint profile of a group of users 

 
 
p  We build a recommendation for this “average” user 
p  Issues 

n  The recommendations may be difficult to explain – 
individual preferences are lost 

n  Recommendations are customized for a “user” that 
is not in the group 

n  There is no well founded way to “combine” user 
profiles – why averaging?  
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Second Mainstream Approach 

p  Producing individual recommendations 

 

p  Then “aggregate” the recommendations: 
 
p  Issues 

n  How to optimally aggregate ranked lists of 
recommendations? 

n  Is there any “best method”? 
9 



Optimal Aggregation 

p  Paradoxically there is not an optimal way to 
aggregate recommendations  lists (Arrows’ 
theorem: there is no fair voting system) 

p  [Dwork et al., 2001] introduced the notion of 
Kemeny-Optimal aggregation: 
n  Given a distance function between two ranked 

lists (Kendall tau distance) 
n  Given some input ranked lists to aggregate 
n  Compute the ranked list (permutation) that 

minimize the average distance to the input 
lists. 
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Arrow's Theorem 

p  No rank-order voting system can be designed 
that satisfies these three fairness criteria: 
n  If every voter prefers alternative X over 

alternative Y, then the group prefers X over Y 
n  If every voter's preference between X and Y 

remains unchanged when Z is added to the 
slate, then the group's preference between X 
and Y will also remain unchanged  

n  There is no dictator: no single voter possesses 
the power to always determine the group's 
preference. 
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Kendall tau Distance 

p  The number of pairwise disagreements 

12 

dist , = 2 

One item is preferred to the other 



Why Kendall tau distance? 

p  Kemeny optimal aggregation has a maximum 
likelihood interpretation: 

1.  Assume that there is a “correct” ordering t 
2.  Assume that there are t1, …, tk ordering that 

are obtained by randomly swapping two 
elements (with probability < 0.5) 

3.  Then a Kemeny optimal aggregation of t1, …, 
tk is maximally likely to have produced these 
orderings. 
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Kemeny Optimal Aggregation 

p  Kemeny optimal aggregation is expensive to compute (NP 
hard – even with 4 input lists) 

p  There are other methods that have been proved to 
approximate the Kemeny-optimal solution 
n  Borda count – no more than 5 times the Kemeny 

distance [Dwork et al., 2001] 
n  Spearman footrule distance – no more than 2 times 

the Kemeny distance [Coppersmith et al., 2006] 
p  SFD: the sum over all the elements of the lists of the 

absolute difference of their rank 
n  Average – average the predicted ratings and sort 
n  Least misery - sort by the min of the predicted ratings 
n  Random – 0 knowledge, only as baseline. 
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Average Aggregation 

p  Let r*(u,i) be either the predicted rating of u for 
i, or r(u,i) if this rating is present in the data set 

p  Then the score of an item for a group g is 
p  r*(g,i) = AVGu∈g {r*(u,i)} 

p  Items are then sorted by decreasing value of 
their group scores r*(g, i)  

p  Issue: the recommended items may be very 
good for some members and less convenient for 
others 

p  Hence … least misery approach 
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Least Misery Aggregation 

p  Let r*(u, i) be either the predicted rating of u for 
i, or r(u, i) if this rating is present in the data set 

p  Then the score of an item for a group g is:  
p r*(g, i)=MINu∈g {r*(u, i)} 

p  Items are then sorted by decreasing value of 
their group scores r*(g, i)  

p  The recommended items have rather large 
predicted ratings for all the group members 

p  May select items that nobody hates but that 
nobody really likes (shopping mall case). 
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Borda Count Aggregation 

p  Each item in the ranking is assigned a score 
depending on its position in the ranking: the higher 
the rank, the larger the score is 

p  The last item in in the ranking of user u has score(u,in) 
= 1  and the first item has score(u,i1) = n 

p  Group score for an item is calculated by adding up 
the item scores for each group member:  

p  Items are then ranked according to their group score. 

17 

score(g, i) = score(u, i)
u∈g
∑



Borda Count vs. Least Misery 
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Evaluating Group Recommendations 

p  Ask the users to collectively evaluate the group 
recommendations 

p  Or use a test set for off-line analysis: 
n  But how to compare this best "group 

recommendation" with the true "best" item for 
the group? 

n  What is the ground truth? 
p  We need again an aggregation rule that computes 

the true group score for each recommendation 
n  r(g,i) = Agg(r(u1, i) , …, r(u|g|, i)) 
n  ui ∈ g 

p  How to define Agg? 19 



Circular Problem 

p  If the aggregation function used in the evaluation 
is the same used in the recommendation 
generation step we have "incredibly" good results 

p  Example 
n  If the items with the largest average of the 

predicted ratings AVGu∈g {r*(u,i)} are 
recommended  

n  Then these will score better (vs. items selected 
by a different aggregation rule) if the "true 
best" recommendations are those with the 
largest average of their true ratings AVGu∈g 
{r(u,i)}  20 



Other Online Studies 

p  [Masthoff 2004] studied how people aggregate users' 
preferences 

p  She showed to subjects the following data and asked them 
to generate recommendations for this group  

p  Participants cared about fairness and their behavior 
reflected several strategies (least misery, average without 
misery) while others were not used (Borda count)  

p  But a recommender system cannot simply mimic users – 
they have limited computational power 

p  When users evaluate recommendations they can prefer 
those generated by totally different strategies! 21 

6 Judith Masthoff

These two dimensions are related to how the group recommender is implemented
rather than being inherent to the usage scenario. In this chapter, we focus on ag-
gregating profiles, but the same aggregation strategies apply when aggregating rec-
ommendations. The material presented in this chapter is independent of how the
individual preferences are obtained.

3 Aggregation Strategies

The main problem group recommendation needs to solve is how to adapt to the
group as a whole based on information about individual users’ likes and dislikes. For
instance, suppose the group contains three people: Peter, Jane and Mary. Suppose a
system is aware that these three individuals are present and knows their interest in
each of a set of items (e.g. music clips or advertisements). Table 1 gives example
ratings on a scale of 1 (really hate) to 10 (really like). Which items should the system
recommend, given time for four items?

Table 1 Example of individual ratings for ten items (A to J)

A B C D E F G H I J

Peter 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Jane 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

3.1 Overview of Aggregation Strategies

Many strategies exist for aggregating individual ratings into a group rating (e.g.
used in elections and when selecting a party leader). For example, the Least Misery
Strategy uses the minimum of ratings to avoid misery for group members (Table 2).

Table 2 Example of the Least Misery Strategy

A B C D E F G H I J

Peter 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Jane 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Group Rating 1 4 2 6 7 8 5 6 3 6



Other Online Studies 

p  In [Masthoff 2004] the subjects were also asked to 
evaluate recommendations generated by a range of 
aggregation strategies  

p  Multiplicative Strategy (multiplies the individual ratings) 
performed best  

p  Borda count, Average, Average without Misery and Most 
Pleasure also performed quite well  

p  It confirms the observations made in the previous slide – 
users may like recs that they are not capable to generate 

p  Still this is a very simple recommendation scenario: 
imagine that each user in the group rated 100 items … 22 
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Evaluating Group Recommendations 

p  Our off-line approach [Baltrunas, Mackcinskas, Ricci, 
2010] 

p  Given a group of users including the active user 
p  Generate two ranked lists of recommendations using a 

prediction model (matrix factorization) and some 
training data (ratings): 
a)  Either based only on the active user individual 

preferences 
b)  Or aggregating recommendation lists for the 

group of users (including the active user) 
p  Compare the recommendation list with the “true” 

preferences as found in the test set of the user 
p  We have used Movielens data 
p  Comparison is performed using Normalize Discounted 

Cumulative Gain. 23 



Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain  

p  It is evaluated over the k items that are present in the 
user’s test set 

 
p  rupi is the rating of the item in position i for user u – as 

it is found in the test set 
p   Zuk is a normalization factor calculated to make it so 

that a perfect ranking’s NDCG at k for user u is 1 
p  It is maximal if the recommendations are ordered in 

decreasing value of their true ratings. 

nDCGk
u = 1Zuk

rupi
log2(i+1)i=1

k

∑



Building pseudo-random groups 

p  Groups with high 
inner group 
similarity 

p  Each pair of users has 
Pearson correlation 
larger than 0.27 

p  One third of the 
users’ pairs has a 
similarity larger that 
0.27 

p  We built groups with: 
2, 3, 4 and 8 users 

25 

Similarity is computed 
only if the users have 
rated at least 5 items in 
common. 



Random vs Similar Groups 

26 

Random Groups High Inner Group Sim. 

§  For each experimental condition – a bar shows the 
average over the users belonging to 1000 groups 

§  Training set is 60% of the MovieLens data 



Group Recommendation Gain 

p  Is there any gain in effectiveness (NDCG) if a 
recommendations is built for the group the user 
belongs to? 

 Gain(u,g) = NDCG(Rec(u,g)) – NDCG(Rec(u)) 
 
p  When there is a positive gain? 

n  Does the quality of the individual 
recommendations matter? 

n  Inner group similarity is important? 
p  Can a group recommendation be better (positive 

gain) than an individually tailored one? 27 



Effectiveness Gain: Individual vs. Group 

28 

§ 3000 groups of 3 users 
§ High similar users 
§ Average aggregation 

§ 3000 groups of 8 users 
§ High similar users 
§ Average aggregation 



Gain vs. Effectiveness of Individual Recs 
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Groups of 8 users 
Random users 
Random aggregation methods 



Effectiveness vs. Inner Group Sim 

p  The larger the inner group similarity is the better 
the recommendations are – as expected. 

30 

• Random groups, 4 
users 
• Average aggregation 
method 



Sequential Recommendations 

p  How these techniques tackle sequential 
recommendation problems? 

p  The goal is to compile a sequence of 
recommendations that receive a large evaluation 
as a whole 

p  Examples: 
n  A sequence of songs 
n  A sequence of meals – for the next week 
n  A sequence of movies – one for each time a 

group of friends will meet   

31 



Facets of Sequential Recommendations 

p  One can re-use the previous techniques and select the 
top-N recommendations to generate a sequence of 
length N 

p  But a sequence of recommendations can be built 
using other heuristics: 
n  The recommendations should go well together in a 

given sequence: e.g., uniform mood or genre  
n  If a user is not totally satisfied with one element of 

the sequence then he can be made happier with a 
next element 

n  User satisfaction for an item is influenced by the 
previous items (aggregated satisfaction) [Mastoff & 
Gatt 2006] 

p  The recommended sequence must be evaluated as a 
single recommendation. 

32 



Interface: initial track rating 

33 

[Piliponyte, 2012] 



Interface: recommendation making 
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Interface: recommendation evaluation 
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Recommendation Techniques 

p  User built: each group member builds a 
recommended compilation for his group  

p  Averaging: the tracks with the largest average 
predicted (or actual) ratings are selected 

p  Balancing:  
n  the compilation is generated incrementally 
n  at each step a new track is added: that one 

minimizing the differences of the accumulated 
satisfactions of the users 

p  Balancing with decay: 
n  Similar to balancing but in the computation of the 

user satisfaction at one step the older tracks count 
less. 

36 



Balancing 

p  If S is a sequence of tracks and M is the sequence 
of tracks of equal length with the highest ratings 
(either predicted or actual) then the satisfaction 
of u for S is: 

 
p  If S+i is the sequence extending S with track i 

then the item added to S by the Balancing rule is 
such that 

37 

sat(u,S) =
r *(u, i)

i∈S
∑
r *(u, j)

j∈M
∑

Argmin
i

sat(u,S+i )− sat(v,S+i )
u,v∈g
∑



Balancing Example 

 	   Track1	   Track2	   Track3	   Track4	   Track5	   Track6	  
John	   3	   2	   5	   4	   5	   2	  
Peter	   4	   5	   2	   2	   1	   4	  
Ann	   5	   4	   3	   3	   4	   5	  
Group 
average:	  

4	   3.67	   3.33	   3	   3.33	   3.67	  

 	   Track1	   Track2	   Track3	   Track5	   Track6	  
John	   3	   2	   5	   5	   2	  
Peter	   4	   5	   2	   1	   4	  
Ann	   5	   4	   3	   4	   5	  
Group 
average:	  

4	   3.67	   3.33	   3.33	   3.67	  

Candidate  set: contains tracks with large average 
predicted ratings 



Balancing Example 

 	   Track1	   Track2	   Track3	   Track5	   Track6	  
John	   3	   2	   5	   5	   2	  
Peter	   4	   5	   2	   1	   4	  
Ann	   5	   4	   3	   4	   5	  
Group 
average:	  

4	   3.67	   3.33	   3.33	   3.67	  

Candidate  set: 

Sequence: track1 is the best initial option because 
has the largest average rating.  



Balancing Example 

 	   Track1	   Track2	   Track3	   Track5	   Track6	  
John	   3	   2	   5	   5	   2	  
Peter	   4	   5	   2	   1	   4	  
Ann	   5	   4	   3	   4	   5	  
Group 
average:	  

4	   3.67	   3.33	   3.33	   3.67	  

<Track1, Track3> minimizes the satisfaction differences among 
group members   

Sequence Sat(John,s) Sat(Peter,s) Sat(Ann,s) Sat 
differences 

Track1, Track2 5/10 9/9 9/10 1 

Track1, Track3 8/10 6/9 8/10 0.267 

Track1, Track5 8/10 5/9 9/10 0.689 

Track1, Track6 5/10 8/9 10/10 0.999 



Balancing Example 

 	   Track1	   Track2	   Track3	   Track5	   Track6	  
John	   3	   2	   5	   5	   2	  
Peter	   4	   5	   2	   1	   4	  
Ann	   5	   4	   3	   4	   5	  
Group 
average:	  

4	   3.67	   3.33	   3.33	   3.67	  

<Track1, Track3, Track2> is the balancing sequence with 3 tracks   

Sequence Sat(John,s) Sat(Peter,s) Sat(Ann,s) Sat 
differences 

Track1, Track3, 
Track2 

10/13 11/13 12/14 0.176 

Track1, Track3, 
Track5 

13/13 7/13 12/14 0.539 

Track1, Track3, 
Track6 

10/13 10/13 13/14 0.318 



Comparison 

p  Rank aggregation with average: 

p  Balancing: 

42 

 	   Track1	   Track2	   Track3	   Track4	   Track5	   Track6	  
John	   3	   2	   5	   4	   5	   2	  
Peter	   4	   5	   2	   2	   1	   4	  
Ann	   5	   4	   3	   3	   4	   5	  
Group 
average:	  

4	   3.67	   3.33	   3	   3.33	   3.67	  

 	   Track1	   Track2	   Track3	   Track4	   Track5	   Track6	  
John	   3	   2	   5	   4	   5	   2	  
Peter	   4	   5	   2	   2	   1	   4	  
Ann	   5	   4	   3	   3	   4	   5	  
Group 
average:	  

4	   3.67	   3.33	   3	   3.33	   3.67	  



Experimental setup 

p  Large scale live user study  
p  Fully functional sequential group recommender 
p  We compared: 

n  ‘Balancing’ without Decay 
n  ‘Balancing’ with Decay 
n  Average 
n  User generated 

p  Participant tasks included: 
n  Rate music tracks 
n  Get assigned into groups 
n  Compile a sequence suggestion to one’s group 
n  Evaluate other track sequences 

43 



Experimental setup II 

p  Music track corpus of 1068 tracks 
p  77 users have left 5160 ratings with the average 

of 67 ratings per user and 5 ratings per track 
p  Out of 38 groups created 32 have finished the 

experiment at least partly 
p  Each group was assigned one of the three 

methods to be tested: ‘Average’, ‘Balancing 
without Decay’ and ‘Balancing with Decay’ 
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Results: preferred sequence 

p  Choice between system produced and human made 
recommendations: 
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Results: goodness for group 
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#of users per condition: Average 39; Balancing 26, Balancing 
with decay 24. 



Results: novelty 
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Results: fairness 

p  Group recommendation is fair if the following two are close: 
n  Goodness for group (Q1)  
n  Personal satisfaction (Q2)  

p  For each group member calculate the absolute difference:  
|Q1 - Q2| 

p  Take an average of those differences as an unfairness score 
for the group (the smaller the score, the better results) 
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Human Rec. Strategies 
p  More than 10 strategies were found analysing the user 

comments about how they built music track sequences 

Strategy type	   Comment	  
Intersection of 
everyone’s 
preferences	  

 “Sorted tracks by user evaluations and picked the ones that all 
group members marked with 5 or 4 stars.”	  

Compromise (a bit 
for each)	  

 “Chose songs, highly rated by one of the members, each 
member a few.”	  

Compromise (at least 
not hated by 
anybody)	  

 “Not many ratings in common... so I chose songs which had 
minimum 3 stars from minimum 2 users.”	  

Guessing/reasoning 
from available 
information	  

 “First, I looked for tracks with high ratings by all members. I 
then filled up the list with tracks that were rated by one member 
only but, based on what other members liked, I thought they 
would have been rated highly by the other members as well, had 
they listened to them.”;	  

Own preferences first	   “tracks I like and which have some more stars than other ones at 
least for one other group members”	  

Egoistic	    “I have chosen the baroque style music, since it is not very 
popular among people, but I think everyone should be at least 
familiar to it.”;	  

49 



Stable vs. Ephemeral groups 

p  The more recommendations are requested (at 
different times) the more opportunities the 
system has to balance users' preferences 

p  Stable groups call for sequential 
recommendations and balancing approaches 

p  More shared knowledge of the group members' 
preferences – change the attitude of the 
members towards the recommendations 

p  The social role and the reciprocal influence of 
group members must be modeled. 

50 



Group Recs for Individual Users (I) 

p  Aggregating recommendations for different users is 
similar to aggregating multi criteria recommendations 
(ex. 3 criteria for news recommendations)  

p  We must not treat all the criteria in the same way 
(they are not anymore representing users) 

p  Weights differently the criteria 
p  Use the criteria to better predict the user final overall 

satisfaction. 51 

Group Recommender Systems: Combining individual models 17

in Table 5, where different news story rate differently on the criteria. Which news
stories should it now recommend?

Table 5 Ratings on criteria for 10 news items

A B C D E F G H I J

Topic 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Location 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Recency 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

Table 5 resembles the one we had for group recommendation above (Table 1),
except that now instead of multiple users we have multiple criteria to satisfy. It is
possible to apply our group recommendation techniques to this problem. However,
there is an important difference between adapting to a group of people and adapting
to a group of criteria. When adapting to a group of people, it seems sensible and
morally correct to treat everybody equally. Of course, there may be some excep-
tions, for instance when the group contains adults as well as children, or when it
is somebody’s birthday. But in general, equality seems a good choice, and this was
used in the group adaptation strategies discussed above. In contrast, when adapting
to a group of criteria, there is no particular reason for assuming all criteria are as
important. It is even quite likely that not all criteria are equally important to a par-
ticular person. Indeed, in an experiment we found that users treat criteria in different
ways, giving more importance to some criteria (e.g. recency is seen as more impor-
tant than location) [18]. So, how can we adapt the group recommendation strategies
to deal with this? There are several ways in which this can be done:

• Apply the strategy to the most respected criteria only. The ratings of unimpor-
tant criteria are ignored completely. For instance, assume criterion Location is
regarded unimportant, then its ratings are ignored. Table 6 shows the result of the
Average Strategy when ignoring Location.

• Apply the strategy to all criteria but use weights. The ratings of unimportant
criteria are given less weight. For instance, in the Average Strategy, the weight
of a criterion is multiplied with its ratings to produce new ratings. For instance,
suppose criteria Topic and Recency were three times as important as criterion
Location. Table 7 shows the result of the Average Strategy using these weights.
In case of the Multiplicative Strategy, multiplying the ratings with weights does
not have any effect. In that strategy, it is better to use the weights as exponents,
so replace the ratings by the ratings to the power of the weight. Note that in both
strategies, a weight of 0 results in ignoring the ratings completely, as above.

• Adapt a strategy to behave differently to important versus unimportant criteria:
Unequal AverageWithout Misery. Misery is avoided for important criteria but not
for unimportant ones. Assume criterion Location is again regarded as unimpor-
tant. Table 8 shows the results of the Unequal Average Without Misery strategy
with threshold 6.



Group Recs for Individual Users (II) 

p  Aggregating recommendations for different users can 
be used to tame the cold-start problem 

p  User-based collaborative filtering is "aggregating" 
recommendations of neighbor users 

p  The two main group recommendation approaches 
(profile aggregation and recommendation 
aggregation) can be turned into techniques for 
individual users recommendations 
n  How many fictitious group members? 
n  How much to weight the target user (few and 

unreliable ratings) vs. the other group members' 
preferences in cold-start situations? 

n  How this compare with state of the art techniques 
(Matrix factorization). 52 



Conclusions (I) 

p  Rank aggregation techniques provide a viable 
approach to group recommendation 

p  Group recommendations may be better than 
individual recommendations 
n  Both for random groups and high similar groups 

p  Users are more similar among them as one can 
expect 

p  It could be used as an individual recommendation 
technique: search for similar users – make individual 
predictions to all of them and then aggregate the 
predictions for the target user 

p  Groups with high inner similarity (generally) have 
better group recommendations. 

53 



Conclusions (II) 

p  First online study where users evaluated system 
generated group recommendations (vs. user 
generated) 

p  For generating sequences of recommendation 
‘Balancing’ outperforms state of the art (averaging) 

p  Balancing performs well even compared to human-
made recommendations 

p  ‘Average’ method inferior to human recommendations 
when considering: 
n  Overall quality 
n  Goodness for the group 
n  Novelty 
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